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Evidence presented here indicates that the relationship between stock returns and unexpected 
inflation differs systematically across firms. The differences are shown to bc consistent with 
cross-sectional variation in firms’ nominal contracts (monetary claims and depreciation tax 
shields). The differences are also partially explained by proxies for underlying firm characteristics 
that could create interaction between unexpected inflation and operating profitability. Finally. 
much if not most of the differences appear to arise because unexpected inflation is correlated with 
changes in expected aggregate real activity, the effects of which tend to vary across firms according 
to their systematic risk. 
1. Introduction 
Economists have long discussed how unexpected inflation should differen- 
tially affect the real wealth of different economic entities [e.g.? Keynes (1924). 
Alchian and Kessel (1959), Feldstein, Green and Sheshinski (1978)]. These 
differential effects have generally been described as redistributions of wealth 
due to the revaluation of nominal contracts (i.e., claims to fixed numbers of 
monetary units), such as fixed-rate debt contracts. However, empirical researdh 
to date has failed to detect the redistributive effects of such revaluations on 
stock prices.’ The conclusion of French, Ruback and Schwert (1983) is that the 
redistributive effects of unexpected inflation are small and relatively unim- 
portant in explaining stock return behavior. 
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and Schwert (1983). In another study restricted to financial institutions, Flannery and James (1984) 
do find evidence of the revaluation of nominal contracts in stock price behavior. 
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This paper attempts to identify and measure the sources of the differential 
effects of unexpected inflation on stock returns. Evidence presented here 
indicates that statistically significant cross-sectional differences exist in the 
associations between stock returns and unexpected inflation. The paper then 
attempts to explain those differences, in terms of the same nominal contracts 
examined in prior research, and two other factors not previously explored. 
Specifically, differential associations between stock returns and unexpected 
inflation are partially attributed to the revaluation of nominal monetary assets 
and liabilities recorded in corporate balance sheets, and a set of nominal 
contracts between corporations and the government, consisting of historical- 
cost-based tax shields. In addition to these variables, the paper introduces (i) a 
factor designed to capture the differential impact of unexpected inflation on 
the current and future operating profitability of firms (before interest and 
depreciation) and (ii) the factor of systematic risk. 
The basic conclusion of the empirical tests is that one can explain a 
significant portion of the differential associations between unexpected inflation 
and stock returns. However, the explanation includes information not only 
about the revaluation of direct monetary claims and depreciation tax shields, 
but about other factors as well. Thus, the relationship between unexpected 
inflation and the value of the firm cannot be described as a straightforward 
product of wealth transfers due to nominal contracting effects, as was origi- 
nally suggested [for example, see Alchian and Kessel(1959)]. 
Three more specific conclusions are as follows. First, although the effects of 
the revaluation of monetary claims and tax shields are detected in stock 
returns, these effects appear to explain less than one-third of the cross-sectional 
variance in returns associated with unexpected inflation. Furthermore, these 
effects are not always detected unless other explanatory variables are included 
in the design. Thus, while nominal contracting effects are larger than could 
have been inferred on the basis of previous research, they evidently do not play 
a dominant role in stock price behavior. Nevertheless, the presence of nominal 
contracting effects suggests that investors are capable of evaluating the impact 
of inflation upon the real value of debt, contrary to the hypothesis of 
Modigliani and Cohn (1979). 
A second finding is that at least half of the cross-sectional variance in stock 
returns associated with unexpected inflation can be explained by cross-sec- 
tional differences in systematic risk. This would be expected if unexpected 
inflation, or associated changes in expected inflation, reflect changes in ex- 
pected aggregate real activity [see Fama (1981) and Geske and Roll (1983)]. 
Changes in expected real activity would generally have a greater impact on 
firms with higher systematic risk. 
A third finding is that real cash flows from operations for different firms are 
differentially affected by unexpected inflation. These differential impacts of 
unexpected inflation upon operating profitability may be caused by differences 
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in firms’ underlying operating characteristics. Empirical proxies for these 
underlying characteristics, called ‘cash flow response parameters’, are shown to 
explain a portion (but never more than one-sixth) of the cross-sectional 
variance in stock returns associated with unexpected inflation. 
The paper is organized into five sections. Section 2 discusses the magnitude 
of cross-sectional differences in the associations of stock returns and unex- 
pected inflation, and proposes a model to explain those differences. The data 
and some measurement issues are examined in section 3. Section 4 discusses 
the results of empirical tests of the implications of the model. Conclusions are 
offered in section 5. 
2. The magnitude and sources of cross-sectional differences among associations 
of stock returns and unexpected inflation 
2.1. The magnitude of the cross-sectional dlferences 
Consider the following regression of real stock returns against unexpected 
inflation: 





= real stock return for firm/industry j for period t. 
= unexpected inflation for period t, 
= disturbance term, assumed properties of which are discussed 
below, and 
b,,, b2,t = regression coefficients. 
The slope coefficient b2,! will be referred to as an ‘inflation beta’. As indicated 
by the subscript, the inflation beta may, in general, vary over time. However. 
when estimated in a simple time series regression, as is done in this section. 
bzlt is assumed to be constant, and the time subscript is dropped. 
Previous empirical examinations of the redistributional effects of inflation on 
stock prices can be viewed as attempts to explain at least part of the 
cross-sectional differences in inflation betas. Since those previous efforts have 
generally not detected the redistributional effects of inflation in stock returns, 
it is logical to ask whether differences in the inflation betas (regardless of their 
sources) are sufficiently large to be empirically detectable. 
An assessment of the magnitude of cross-sectional differences in the inflation 
betas is conducted using quarterly data for 136 firms from 1961 through 1980. 
(Sample selection procedures are discussed in appendix A; measurement of 
unexpected inflation is discussed in appendix B.) The sample includes two to 
ten representatives from each of 27 industries in the following sectors: mining, 
manufacturing, transportation, utilities, financial, and consumer services. The 
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Table 1 
Results of tests of hypothesis that ‘inflation betas’” are equal across all firms or industries. Data 













(1) 136 firms Diagonal 1.22 135.10608 0.043 
(2) 27 industries Diagonal 1.03 26. 2106 0.427 
(3) 27 industries Full 2.70 26, 2106 0.000 
“Inflation betas are defined as the coefficients h,, in the following set of equations: 
ic,, = h,, + h,,ii, + z,,, 
where R,, is the real stock return for firm/industry j (J = 1,2,. , J) for quarter t, and ij, is the 
unexpected inflation for quarter t. 
‘The covariance matrix is defined as the J X J matrix of contemporaneous covariances: 
o,,=cov[z,,.~,,] for i=1,2 ,..., J and j=1,2 ,.._, J. 
inflation betas for all 136 firms are negative and range from - 0.29 to - 23.91. 
Inflation betas for 116 of 136 firms and 24 of 27 industries are significantly 
below zero at the 0.05 level. Thus, the negative relation between aggregate 
stock market returns and unexpected inflation [documented by Fama and 
Schwert (1977) among others] appears to hold for most, if not all individual 
stocks as well. 
To examine the significance of cross-sectional differences in the inflation 
betas, a series of standard hypothesis tests of linear restrictions on b,, are 
conducted.’ In all tests, the null hypothesis is that the true values of b,, are the 
same for all j. Results of these hypothesis tests are presented in table 1. 
The first two tests in table 1 allow for cross-sectional heteroscedasticity in 
the disturbances, g,<, but assume that those disturbances are not contempora- 
neously correlated. The first test is performed using firm-specific data and 
permits rejection of the null hypothesis at the 0.05 level. In contrast, when the 
data are aggregated by industry in the second test, the hypothesis of equal 
inflation betas across industries cannot be rejected. However, when industry 
portfolios are used, one can increase efficiency by relaxing the assumption of 
no contemporaneous correlation in the disturbance terms, and estimate a full 
residual covariance matrix.’ The third test reported in table 1 is based on such 
a procedure, and the test statistic permits rejection of the hypothesis of equal 
‘See Judge, Grifftths. Hill and Lee (1980, sec. 6.1.2, esp. eq. 6.1.13). Schipper and Thompson 
(1981) present similar evidence for a different period, but add (p. 314) that their tests do not 
distinguish between the effects of unexpected inflation and shifts in the real rate of interest. 
‘Estimation of a full covariance matrix requires that the number of time series observations 
exceeds the number of cross-sectional units. 
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inflation betas across industries, at the 0.0001 level of significance. Thus, 
significant cross-sectional differences do appear to exist among the associations 
of unexpected inflation and stock retums.4 
2.2. The sources of the cross-sectional differences 
Given that there are significant cross-sectional differences in the associations 
of stock returns and unexpected inflation, explanations for those differences 
are now examined. Previous research has attempted to explain the differences 
as a function of wealth redistribution caused by revaluation of certain nominal 
contracts [for example, see Bradford (1974) Bach and Stephenson (1974) 
Hong (1977) Dietrich (1981), Mandelker and Rhee (1981), Summers (1981) 
French, Ruback and Schwert (1983)]. This section models not only nominal 
contracting effects, but also other potential sources of cross-sectional variation 
in the association between stock returns and unexpected inflation. 
2.2.1. Nominal contracting eflects 
One set of nominal contracts examined in all prior studies consists of debt 
and other monetary claims recorded in corporate balance sheets. Such claims 
include monetary assets (cash, receivables, investments in notes and bonds) 
and monetary liabilities (current liabilities, debt, and preferred stock). When 
unexpected inflation causes changes in the real values of monetary assets and 
liabilities, stock returns of corporations holding such assets and liabilities 
reflect those changes. If unexpected inflation is positive, firms with a net debtor 
position should benefit (ceteris paribus) and net creditors should be harmed. 
Furthermore, the magnitude- of the impact on the real value of a firm’s 
common shares should depend on the magnitude of the firm’s net monetary 
position (monetary assets, less monetary liabilities), relative to the value of the 
firm’s common shares. If, in addition, unexpected inflation is accompanied by 
a change in expected inflation, then the impact on stock prices should also 
depend on the maturity structure of the firm’s monetary accounts, since the 
values of items of longer maturity would be more sensitive to changes in 
expected inflation. For this reason, French, Ruback and Schwert (1983) model 
the impact of unexpected inflation upon stock prices as a function of the 
magnitude of the net monetary position, segregated into short-term and 
long-term components, This segregation will be maintained here as well. 
41ntlation betas were also estimated using annual data for 1961-1980. Estimated inflation betas 
were negative for 133 of 136 firms and for each of the 27 industries, and were significantly negative 
at the 0.05 level for 92 firms and 20 industries. Results of tests of the significance of cross-sectional 
differences in inflation betas were similar to those reported, except that tests based on a full 
residual covariance matrix were not feasible with annual data. 
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Another set of nominal contracts examined in recent studies consists of 
depreciation tax shields. Since depreciation tax shields are not adjusted for 
inflation, they represent a claim by the corporation to deduct a fixed number of 
dollars from taxable income. Thus, depreciation tax shields represent nominal 
contacts between corporations and the government. Positive unexpected infla- 
tion should cause a reduction in the expected real value of future depreciation 
tax deductions. The resulting impact on stock prices is analogous to the effect 
of the revaluation of the net monetary position.’ 
The above discussion suggests that differences among firms’ inflation betas 
could be modeled as functions of differences among firms’ short-term mone- 
tary positions (STMP), long-term monetary positions (LTMP), and the tax 
basis of firms’ depreciable assets (TAX). The following model is employed by 
French, Ruback and Schwert (1983): 






V v,J-1 V 
’ , (2) 
J.t-1 J-1-1 
where k,,, k,, k,, and k, are fixed parameters, and V/.,-t is the value of firm 
j’s common shares at time t - 1. STMP, LTMP, and TAX are scaled by the 
value of common shares, so that all variables are stated in terms of common 
units of measure. The parameters klj are not called for by the theory, but are 
included by French, Ruback and Schwert, apparently to capture the effects (if 
any) of omitted variables or measurement errors that vary cross-sectionally but 
not over time. Substitution of (2) into (1) yields 








ii, + ZJ,. 
J.t-1 
French, Ruback and Schwert estimate eq. (3) in order to test the ‘nominal 
contracting hypothesis’. Under that hypothesis, ‘nominal contracting plays a 
large role in explaining the behavior of stock prices’ (p. 71). When STMP and 
LTMP are defined so as to be positive for net short-term creditors and net 
long-term creditors, respectively, the nominal contracting hypothesis implies 
that the coefficients k,, k,, and k, in eq. (3) should be negative. Since the 
51f unexpected inflation causes a change in expected inflation, then the impact will depend not 
only on the magnitude of the tax shields, but also on the timing of future depreciation deductions. 
However, constraints on data availability have caused previous researchers to assume that 
variation in the maturity structure of tax shields is small, relative to variation in the magnitudes of 
those tax shields. That assumption is also adopted here. 
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estimates of French, Ruback and Schwert are often positive or insignificant, 
they conclude that the wealth effects caused by revaluation of nominal con- 
tracts are small compared with other factors that affect stock values. 
The evidence in section 2.1 suggested that the inflation betas (b,,,‘s) in eq. 
(2) differ across firms. When this evidence is combined with the lack of support 
for the nominal contracting hypothesis, it evokes the following questions. First, 
what factors, aside from those already tested by French, Ruback and Schwert, 
might explain differences in the associations of stock returns with unexpected 
inflation? Second, if such factors could be identified, would an expanded 
specification of eq. (3) then yield estimates of k,, k,, and k, that are 
consistent with the inverse relation between unexpected inflation and the real 
value of nominal contracts? Or are the nominal contracting effects so small as 
to be empirically undetectable, even under a more complete specification? 
Two additional factors are now introduced that could potentially explain 
cross-sectional differences in the association of stock returns with unexpected 
inflation. The first factor describes the differential impact of unexpected 
inflation upon real cash flows from operations. The second factor is systematic 
market risk. 
2.2.2. The impact of unexpected inflation upon cash flows from operations 
To see the relevance of the first additional factor, consider the value of the 
firm’s common shares as the sum of the values of three streams of real 
(inflation-adjusted) cash flows: (i) cash flows associated with the issue, service, 
and retirement of monetary claims (net of related tax effects), (ii) cash flows 
associated with the depreciation tax deduction, and (iii) cash flows from 
operations (i.e., income before depreciation and interest), net of related income 
taxes. Differences across firms in the impact of unexpected inflation upon the 
first component of cash flows should be captured by the terms k,STMP and 
k, LTMP of eq. (2); differences in the impact on the second component of cash 
flows should be described by the term k,TAX. The question that remains, 
then, is whether unexpected inflation would also affect the value of the thud 
stream of cash flows: those from operations. 
The impact of unexpected inflation upon real cash flows from operations is 
modeled as follows. Let E,(Z;,) represent real (inflation-adjusted) pre-tax cash 
flows from operations for firm j, expected (as of the end of period t) to be 
realized in period r (T 2 t). When quarterly data are considered, expectations 
about cash flows of period T + 4 are characterized as 
E1(c,7+4)=Ef(c.7)+d, for T=f,t+l,t+2.... 
Eq. (4) assumes that expected cash flows for any future quarter T + 4 are 
equal to expected cash flows for quarter T, plus a drift term, d,. Empirical 
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support for the reasonableness of this assumption can be found in Foster 
(1977).6 This assumption permits one to write the present value of current and 
all future cash flows in terms of expected cash flows for only four quarters, t 
through t + 3. This is done in eq. (5). In eq. (5), it is assumed that the real 
one-period discount factor pj (where p, < 1) is the same for each future period, 
and thus cash flows to be received r - t quarters hence are discounted by the 
factor p,‘-‘. 
f p;-‘Et($) = (1 -p;)-1~3p;-$,(e,r) +I$], (5) 
T=f 7=, 
where 
p, = real one-period discount factor, equal to the reciprocal of one plus the 
expected real return, and 
0, = d,pP(l -py. 
Eqs. (4) and (5) above describe expectations at a given point in time. Now 
consider how those expectations change over time. Changes would be due to 
unexpected shocks, including unexpected inflation. If unexpected inflation 
occurs, its impact upon expected real cash flows may vary from firm to firm. In 
eq. (6) the impact of unexpected inflation of quarter t (2,) upon expected real 
cash flows of quarter r for firm j is expressed as a function of firm-specific 
‘cash flow response parameters’ (B,, 7~ f+ i). 
E,(~,,)=E,_,(Z;,)+e~,._,+,ii,+zlr ~=f,f+l,t+L . . . . (6) 
where Zyr is the portion of change in expected cash flows of quarter r that is 
uncorrelated with ii,. 
The cash flow response parameters 8,. 7~ f+ 1 are assumed to be constant over 
time, for a given firm. That is, the amount of the change in expected real cash 
flows, due to a given amount of unexpected inflation, does not vary according 
‘Foster (1977) shows that quarterly income series behave differently for dilfercnt firms. Never- 
theless, a naive one-step-ahead forecast of quarter t earnings, equal to earnings of quarter f ~ 4 
plus a drift term, appeared to approximate the expectations of stock market participants more 
closely than more sophisticated univariate forecasts, including firm-specific Box-Jenkins forecasts. 
The model assumed here to describe the time series behavior of earnings is less restrictive than 
the naive model studied by Foster. Whereas Foster’s naive model assumes that quarter I ~- 4 
earnings provide efficient forecasts of quarter t earnings as of quarter t - 1, it is assumed here that 
such a forecast is efficient only as of quarter t - 4. In the subsequent quarters t - 3. I ~ 2 and 
/ ~ 1. it is assumed that an efficient forecast of quarter t earnings would include not only earnings 
of quarter I - 4, but possibly also unexpected inflation realized since quarter t -- 4. Thus, whereas 
Foster studied only univariate time series models, earnings are permitted here to follow a bivariatc 
process. 
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to the period in which the unexpected inflation occurs. However, the change is 
allowed to vary according to the length of the lag (7 - t) between the 
occurrence of the unexpected inflation and the realization of the cash flows. 
Eq. (6), in combination with eq. (5), implies that the change in the present 
value of expected real cash flows, due to shocks of quarter t. can be written as 
The impact of unexpected inflation is captured by the first term on the 
right-hand side of eq. (7). Thus, cross-sectional differences in the impact of 
unexpected inflation upon expected real cash flows are written as a function of 
variation in the discount factor p, and only four firm-specific cash flow 
response parameters, B,r, 8,2, BJ3, OJ4. 
For purposes of estimation, it will be assumed that cross-sectional dif- 
ferences in the impact of unexpected inflation upon the present value of 
expected cash flows are captured in large part by cross-sectional variation in 
the cash flow response parameters. That is, variation in the discount factor p, 
that appears in the first term on the right-hand side of eq. (7) is not measured.’ 
Note also that since the object of ultimate concern is the impact of unexpected 
inflation on after-tax cash flows, the incremental impact on pre-tax cash flows 
described above should be multiplied by one minus the marginal tax rate, T. 
However, T is assumed constant across firms, so that only the scale of the 
effect of unexpected inflation is altered. With these simplifications, the first 
term on the right-hand side of eq. (7) becomes 
where k, is a positive scalar and n = T - t + 1. 
(8) 
‘Variation in p, could be permitted by allowing the coefficient ki in co. (8) to vary across 1 and 
II, and writing that coellicient as k,,,,. By focusing only on the cross-sectional variation in the 
response parameters. the model constrains the coefficient k5,,1 to be the same for all values of 1 
and II. This approach creates no bias so long as (k,,,, -X,)0,,, is not correlated with any of the 
other variables ultimately to be included in the model. In that case, the estimate of X, will 
represent a weighted average of the values of ks,,. 
The impact of unexpected inflation upon the real value of cash flows from 
operations, as represented by the term on the extreme right-hand side of eq. 
(8) will be incorporated as an additional factor to explain the differential 
associations of stock returns and unexpected inflation. 
While we have not yet discussed the specific underlying firm characteristics 
that cause cross-sectional variation in the cash flow response parameters, it 
should be noted that those factors are not necessarily distinct in nature from 
the previously discussed nominal contracting effects. First, cash flows from 
operations may reflect the revaluation of nominal contracts, such as nominal 
sales contracts and labor agreements, that are not recorded in corporate 
balance sheets and would not be captured by STMP or LTMP. Second, cash 
flows from operations may be affected indirectly by a revaluation of nominal 
contracts held by customers, such as investments in fixed income streams, or 
any income tax liabilities that are not indexed. Redistribution of customer 
wealth would, in general, redistribute the demand for firms’ goods and services 
whenever that demand is income-elastic. Finally, even where explicit nominal 
contracts do not exist, the real cash flows may be affected by market frictions 
that cause the firm to maintain some nominal price inflexibility.x 
2.2.3. Unexpected inflation, stock returns, and systematic risk 
The factors discussed in the two previous subsections are intended to 
describe causal links between unexpected inflation and individual stock re- 
turns. However, to the extent those factors describe nominal contracting 
effects, they may be purely redistributive. For that reason, such effects do not 
play an important role in explanations offered by Fama (1981) or Geske and 
Roll (1983) for the well-documented negative relation between aggregate stock 
returns and inflation.’ Fama suggests that the negative association between 
aggregate stock returns and inflation (both expected and unexpected) is 
spurious. The negative association is proxying for positive associations between 
stock returns and aggregate real activity, which in turn is negatively correlated 
with inflation. The latter correlation is explained by a combination of money 
demand theory and the quantity theory of money. The Geske-Roll view 
differs, but still focuses on the relationship between aggregate real activity and 
inflation. Geske and Roll suggest that, as a result of the way the money supply 
is regulated, stock returns signal changes in real activity that ‘cause’ (in an 
econometric sense) changes in expected inflation of the opposite sign. Since 
‘For example, Okun (19X1, ch. IV) explains how the existence of information acquisition costs 
on the part of customers can give rise to nominal price inflexibility in certain kinds of product 
markets. 
‘Geske and Roll (1983, pp. 3-4) review previous research concerning nominal contracting 
effects. but dismiss the possibility that those effects could explain the negative inflation/stock 
return relationship observed in the aggregate. Fama (1981) says little about nominal contracting 
effects, but suggests (p. 553, footnote 3) that the revaluation of historical-cost-based depreciation 
tax shields has probably been offset (at least in the aggregate) by changes in the tax law, and the 
deduction of nominal interest expense. 
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changes in expected inflation are likely to be positively correlated with (and 
may even induce) unexpected inflation, the Geske-Roll explanation is con- 
sistent with a negative correlation between unexpected inflation and aggregate 
stock returns. 
Although both Fama and Geske and Roll are concerned with aggregate 
stock returns, their theories have implications for the association of inflation 
and individual stock returns. In their theories, inflation is either a negative 
proxy for, or a result of, changes in aggregate real activity. Thus, the observed 
cross-sectional differences in the association between unexpected inflation and 
individual stock returns would simply reflect cross-sectional differences in the 
impact of changes in expected real activity. Since, by definition of systematic 
risk,‘O expected cross-sectional differences in the impact of fluctuations in 
aggregate real activity are linear in systematic risk, the differential associations 
of stock returns and unexpected inflation would also (in part) be linear in 
systematic risk. Given the negative relation between inflation and aggregate 
real activity, firms with the highest systematic risk would have returns that are 
most negatively associated with unexpected inflation. 
If ‘inflation betas’ are indeed inversely related to systematic risk, then 
estimates of eq. (3) which excludes systematic risk, would be biased in a way 
that could mask certain nominal contracting effects. For example, since LTMP 
is defined to be negative for net long-term debtors, firms with the most 
negative values of LTMP should, ceteris paribus, benefit most from positive 
unexpected inflation and have the highest inflation betas. But those same large 
debtors should also tend to have higher systematic risk [Hamada (1969)], which 
would cause them to have lower inflation betas. If systematic risk is omitted in 
the specification and LTMP serves partially as a proxy for that omitted factor, 
the estimated coefficient of LTMP could be biased upward. 
2.2.4. The expanded model 
The discussion above suggests that a more complete specification of eq. (2) 
would include the cash flow response parameters (cj,,,,) and systematic risk 
( /?,,) as additional explanatory factors, as follows: 
&,,=k,+k, 






J.t-I ,,r--1 V ,,r- I 
(9) 
“‘Svstcmatic risk as used here denotes the sensitivitv of individual stock returns to aggregate 
stock-returns. as would be reflected in the slope coeffici’ent of the market model 
where k, through k, are fixed parameters, and all other variables are defined 
above.” 
The time subscript t for x,0,,, and fi,I is used here to indicate that estimates 
of those parameters vary by period; values to be used in eq. (9) for period t are 
estimated while excluding a window of data from periods in and surrounding 
period t. (Details are discussed in section 3 and appendices A and C.) Since 
L& and /I,, are to be estimated out of sample, estimates of the above model 
will provide a joint test of (i) the explanatory power of c,,e,,, and b,,, and (ii) 
stationarity in those parameters. Note also that, whereas the intercept of eq. 
(2), k,,, is permitted to vary cross-sectionally, the intercept in eq. (9) k,, is 
constrained to be equal for all firms. Since there is no a priori reason to expect 
k,, to vary across firms, that constraint is expected to increase efficiency.12 
However, empirical estimates of a model that excludes c,,d,,,, and fl,* [as in eq. 
(2)] will also be estimated; in that case, there is a priori reason to expect that 
omission of variables could cause cross-sectional differences in the intercept 
term, and thus, that model will be estimated both with and without the 
constraint on k,,. 
Substituting eq. (9) into eq. (I), one obtains 






V ,.r -1 
Eq. (10) serves as the general version of the model to be estimated in the paper. 
Throughout the remaining discussion, subscripts on the independent variables 
of eq. (10) are generally suppressed for convenience. 
3. Description of the data 
3.1. Test sample, test period, and measurement issues 
The empirical tests employ data for 136 firms from 27 industries, as listed in 
table 2. Data required for the estimation of eq. (10) are available for those 
“Since the cash flow response parameters, like the variables STMP. I.TMP. and TAX. rcllect 
dilfercnces in firm size. the response parameters are scaled in the same manner as STMP. I.TMP ~ 
and TAX. 
“In particular, if any of the independent variables in eq. (9) were nearly constant over time. hut 
variable across firms. they would he nearly collinear with an intercept that was also pcrmttted to 
vary across firms. The high degree of collinearity would tend to reduce precision in the estimated 
c&Cents. There is no offsetting gain in precision unless variation in the intercept could capture 
the effects of otherwise omitted factors. 
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firms on an annual basis for 1961-1980 and on a quarterly basis for 1966-1980. 
The primary empirical analysis is based on quarterly data. However, even 
though the quarterly data provide a larger sample size, it’s not clear that 
quarterly data would provide more powerful tests. The reason is that in 
quarterly data, measurement error is likely to be a more serious matter for 
income from operations (needed for estimation of the cash flow response 
parameters), for inflation adjustments to that income, and for unexpected 
inflation.13 To assess the tradeoff between sample size and measurement error, 
some supplemental tests employ both annual and quarterly data. However, 
since the results are usually insensitive to the measurement interval, those 
based on annual data are discussed only in footnotes. 
Data sources and the details of procedures used to measure real (inflation- 
adjusted) cash flows from operations, short-term monetary position (STMP), 
long-term monetary position (LTMP), the tax basis of depreciable assets 
(TAX), and systematic risk (p) are discussed in appendix A. The measure of 
STMP used here is the same as that used by French, Ruback and Schwert, but 
measures of LTMP and TAX differ slightly. As measured here, LTMP 
includes long-term monetary assets, available only through detailed examina- 
tion of annual reports and lo-K’s. In addition, whereas previous researchers 
relied on Compustat data to approximate the tax basis of depreciable assets, 
the measure used here was based on a detailed review of the firms’ depreciation 
policies and calculation of the average age of the firms’ depreciable assets (see 
appendix A). l4 Table 2 provides summary statistics for the firm-specific 
variables used in this study, averaged within industries and over time. 
3.2. Estimation of the cash flow response parameters 
In appendix C, the procedure used to estimate the firm-specific cash flow 
response parameters is derived from eqs. (4) and (6). The procedure employed 
with quarterly data is described by eq. (11) below. Recall that eq. (4) would 
‘3Unless measurement error5 are perfectly correlated over time, the use of annual data must 
diversify some of the measurement error in quarterly data. Aside from this. there are other reason5 
to suspect that measurement error is more serious in quarterly than in annual data. Error is more 
likely to be serious in quarterly measures of unexpected inflation, in part, because the three-week 
lag with which the Consumer Price Index is reported is lengthy relative to a quarterly period. 
Quarterly accounting data are also more likely to contain measurement error. Quarterly accounting 
reports are unaudited, and rely more heavily on approximations than do annual reports. Moreover. 
the technique5 used here to adjust quarterly operating income for inflation involve extrapolations 
not required in the case of annual data. Specifically, the annual inflation adjustment for cost-of-5ales 
is allocated to quarters in proportion to the real levels of quarterly sales. Also. for those firms not 
reporting depreciation and interest on a quarterly basis, quarterly income before depreciation and 
interest was estimated by assuming those two expenses were incurred evenly throughout the year. 
“Supplemental tests indicated that the use of measurement techniques more refined than those 
of French et al. had an important effect on the final estimates only when financial institutions were 
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imply that the expected real cash flows for quarter t, as of the end of quarter 
t - 4, are equal to realized cash flows for quarter t - 4, plus a constant drift 
term. Then the dependent variable in eq. (11) can be viewed as an estimate of 
the change in expected real cash flows from operations, from period t - 4 
through period t, plus drift. That change in expected cash flows is expressed as 
a function of unexpected inflation of periods t - 3 through period t. Finally, 
note that in eq. (11) measures of common shares outstanding (S,,) are 
introduced in such a way as to control the impact on the dependent variable of 
growth through issue of additional stock, 
d, + d,,C, + . . . +8,4ii_3 + E,(, (11) 
where 
c,[ = real (inflation-adjusted) cash flows from operations for firm j in period 
t, 
g,, = number of common shares outstanding (adjusted for splits and stock 
dividends) for firm j in period t, 
6, = unexpected inflation for period t, 
O,,, = cash flow response parameters for firm j, lag n, 
d, = intercept, representing constant drift in cash flows, 
E,, = a random shock with mean zero. 
If data from the same periods were used to estimate both eq. (11) and eq. (lo), 
then the estimate of k, in eq. (10) would be upward-biased. To avoid this bias, 
cash flow response parameters used in eq. (10) for a given period are estimated 
while excluding up to five observations in and surrounding that period.15 
“Consider the use of period r data in the estimation of the cash flow response parameters that 
arc, in turn. used to explain period r stock returns. If 7 - 4 = t, where 4 = 0, 1, 2, or 3, then the 
dependent variable in eq. (11) (that is. seasonally differenced cash flows of period f + 4) would 
likely hc correlated with the dependent variable in eq. (10) (that is, period f stock returns). 
Furthermore, one of the independent variables in eq. (11) (that is, unexpected inflation of period I) 
would he perfectly correlated with the same independent variable appearing in eq. (10). The 
positive correlation of the variables appearing in the two equations would tend to make the 
csttmatc of X 5 in eq. (10) positive, even if the cash Row response parameters truly had no 
explanatory power. To avoid that bias, the cash flow response parameters must be estimated while 
excluding observations where fiscal quarter 7 - 4 (4 = 0,1,2,3) overlaps with or is equivalent to 
calendar quarter 1. That approach requires exclusion of four observations for firms with fiscal years 
endtng in March. June, September, and December, and five observations for other firms. 
When 7 - y # I for all 4, no bias should result so long as either (i) unexpected inflation is 
serially uncorrelated and contemporaneously impounded in stock returns, or (ii) stock returns of 
period I are not correlated with seasonally differenced cash flows of period 7 - q. Supplemental 
tests confirmed that when additional observations surrounding the four-to-five quarter window 
descrthed above are eliminated, the final results are nearly identical to (and actually slightly 
stronger than) the primary results reported here. 
Table 3 
Results of tests of hypothesis that cash flow response parameters are equal across all firma or 
industries.” Data are quarterly observations from 1966:1 to 198O:IV. 
Assumptions 
on Degrees 
Cross-sectional covariance of Significance 
Test units matrixh F-statistic freedom level 
(1) 136 firms Diagonal 4.24 135.7344 0.0001 
(2) 27 industries Diagonal 5.29 26,145X 0.0001 
(3) 27 industries Full 7.84 26.1458 0.0001 
.‘Null hypothesis is that E~=,t?,,,/V,, s,j-ty is the same for all firms/industries 1, where V,,,,, ,y is 
the value of common shares at the beginning of the fourth quarter of 1980. and the cash llou 
response parameters 0,,8 are estimated as follows. using quarterly data from 1966 through the third 
quarter of 19X0: 
where [C,/L?,-C,_,/$4]$ 4=d,+fI,i2,+ .” +e4ii~,+2,. 
<, = real cash flows from operations for quarter I, in base-period dollars, 
S, = common shares outstanding for quarter 1. adjusted for stock dividends and splits. 
G, = unexpected intlation for quarter I. 
2, = randomly distributed disturbance with mean zero. 
“The covariance matrix is defined as the J X J of contemporaneous 
= COV[ F,, . F,, ] for r=1.2 .,.., .I and j=1,2 ,.... /, 
whcrc I and , are firm/industry subscripts. 
Two conditions must hold if the cash flow response parameters are to 
explain the differential reaction of firms’ stock returns to unexpected inflation. 
First, the cash flow response parameters must themselves differ across firms. 
Second, given that they are estimated out-of-sample, there must exist at least 
some stationarity in the cross-sectional rankings of the parameters. Before 
turning to the primary empirical tests, the existence of these two conditions is 
examined. 
Table 3 presents tests of the significance of cross-sectional differences in the 
cash flow response parameters. The tests are analogous to those used in section 
2 to examine cross-sectional differences in the reaction of stock returns to 
unexpected inflation. In each case, the null hypothesis is that the term 
C~=L~,~J~~r_ I in eq. (10) is the same across all firms or industries. Although 
in the primary empirical tests that term is re-estimated for each quarter from 
1966 through 1980, the results in table 3 are based only on the cash flow 
response parameters estimated for the last quarter of 1980. (Other estimation 
periods are overlapping and non-independent, and thus yield similar results.) 
All of the test statistics presented in table 3 permit rejection. at the 0.05 level, 
of the hypothesis that the sum of the current and lagged response of real cash 
flows from operations to unexpected inflation is the same across firms or 
industries. 
To assess whether a reasonable degree of stationarity exists in the cross-sec- 
tional rankings of the cash flow response parameters, cross-sectional correla- 
tions are calculated between the response parameters estimated in the three 
consecutive five-year subperiods from 1966 through 1980.t6,” The correlation 
between the parameters estimated in the 1976-1980 subperiod, and corre- 
sponding estimates from the 1971-1975 subperiod is positive (0.41) and 
sufficiently high to permit rejection of the hypothesis of zero or negative 
correlation at the 0.0001 level of significance. The correlation between esti- 
mates from 1976-1980 and 196661970 is much smaller (0.13) but allows 
rejection of the hypothesis of zero or negative correlation at the 0.07 level. 
Finally, estimates from 1966-1970 and 1971-1975 have a correlation that is 
close to zero (0.06). Thus, the results are indicative of some stationarity in the 
cross-sectional rankings of the inflation response parameters, except in the 
comparison of the two earliest subperiods. The primary empirical tests of 
the following section will serve, in part, as potentially more powerful, if less 
direct, tests of intertemporal stationarity in the cross-sectional rankings of the 
response parameters.18 
“For purposes of this test. the cash flow response parameters are estimated in a manner similar 
to that used in the nrimarv emniricaf tests for the auarters 197O:IV, 1975:IV. and 198O:IV. The . i . 
only ditl’ercnce 1s that here, response parameters for a given quarter are estimated using only data 
from the five prior years. 
“The stationaritv of the cash flow response parameters was also assessed using an alternative 
approach. A standard F-test [Madalla (1977, pp. 194-201)] was used to test the hypothesis that. 
for a given tirm, the coefficients 0,, through 0,4 in eq. (11) are equal across the three consecutrvc 
five-year subperiods from 1966 through 1980. One can reject the hypothesis of stationarity at the 
0.05 level for 20 of the 136 firms in the sample. Of course, failure to reject the hypothesis of 
atationarity for the remaining 116 firms does not necessarily indicate that stationarity exists in 
those cases. 
“Although the underlying causes of the differences among the cash flow response parameters are 
not identified here. certain characteristics of the estimated parameters reported in table 2 arc 
particularly striking. The six industries with the highest estimated response parameters (steel. 
non-ferrous metals, stone/clay/glass, mining, petroleum, pulp/paper) are all involved in the 
extraction and/or processing of metals and minerals, or processing of timber. Thus, the data are 
consistent with the conventional wisdom that natural resources are a good hedge against inflation. 
The two industries with extreme negative estimated cash flow response parameters (auto manufac- 
turers and textiles/apparel) both produce some goods for which demand is relatively elastic in the 
short run. Such negattve response parameters could result from an income effect of inflation upon 
consumer demand. That is. if unexpected inflation, through impacts on income taxes or the real 
value of monetary claims, redistributes wealth from the wealthier consumers to the government 
and ultimately to less wealthy consumers, relative demand for specific consumer goods would shift 
according to the income elasticity of demand for those goods. Such an income effect could also be 
explained by the negative association between unexpected inflation and real aggregate activity. 
An alternative explanation for the ditf’erences among the response parameters is based on a 
hypothesis advanced by Okun (1981). under which nominal price flexibility is constrained in 
certain ‘customer markets’, but not in ‘auction markets’. The two industries with the most negative 
response parameters would be classified in ‘customer markets’, and most of the industries with the 
highest response parameters would be classified in ‘auction markets’. [See Okun (1981, esp. pp. 
1666167).] 
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4. Primary empirical tests 
4.1. Methodology 
The primary empirical tests involve estimating the magnitudes of the effects 
that, according to the model of section 2, should explain cross-sectional 
differences in the associations of stock returns with unexpected inflation. Eqs. 
(3) and (10) of section 2 are estimated here, using seemingly unrelated 
regression (SUR) [see Judge, Griffiths, Hill and Lee (1980, sec. 6.1)]. This 
approach to estimation is adopted because the disturbance terms e”,, are likely 
to be cross-sectionally correlated. The SUR approach directly estimates cross- 
sectional correlation in the terms Z,, and takes such correlations into account 
when generating estimated coefficients. To permit estimation of the cross-sec- 
tional correlations, however, the number of cross-sectional units must be less 
than the number of available time series observations. Since only 60 quarterly 
time series observations are available here, it is required that the 136 sample 
firms be grouped into a lesser number of portfolios. 
Two alternative methods of grouping firms into portfolios are employed 
here. The first approach, employed by French, Ruback and Schwert (1983). is 
to form ‘sequentially updated portfolios’ based on rankings of the independent 
variables of the 136 sample firms. The second approach is to group firms into 
the same 27 industry portfolios that were described in table 2. As will be 
discussed, there are indications that the approach based on industry portfolios 
may be more powerful. However, results based on both approaches are 
reported, since there are some important differences, and because results based 
on the sequentially updated portfolios will permit a more direct comparison 
with the results of French, Ruback and Schwert (1983). 
The estimated regressions are presented in table 4. The estimates based on 
sequentially updated portfolios are labeled SE&( A), SEQ( B), and SEQ(C); 
those based on industry portfolios are labeled IND( A), IND( B), and IND( C). 
Models SEQ( A) and ZND( A) are estimates of eq. (3). These models exclude 
the cash flow response parameters and systematic risk, and should facilitate 
comparison with prior research. Models SEQ( B) and IND( B) are also 
estimates of eq. (3), but in these models, estimates of kl, are constrained to be 
equal across portfolios (see section 2.2.4). Models SEQ( C) and IND( C) are 
estimates of eq. (lo), and thus, include all the independent variables that were 
introduced in section 2. 
4.2. Results: Sequentially updated portfolios 
The purpose of the sequentially updated portfolio technique is to group 
firms into portfolios while preserving a large cross-portfolio variance in the 
independent variables. To estimate models SEQ(A) and SEQ( B), the 136 
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Table 4 
Estimates of magnitudes of sources of differences in associations of stock returns with unexpected 
intlation. based on seemingly unrelated regression with quarterly data, 196661980. General form of 
regression equation is:’ 
Estmuted coefiicients (t-stufistu IU porenthe.ses) 
7i, b ii3 h 
136Jirnls grouped Into sequentiul!~ upduted portjoho:, 
varies over 1.13 0.89 0.93 
27 portfolios (1.62) (1.41) (0.79) 
- 6.56h 0.42 0.52 1.27 
( ~ 4.83) (ON) (1.13) (2.00) 
- 5.6F - 1.22 -0.50 0.34 
( ~ 3.76) (- 3.25) (-1.53) (0.74) 
136firms grouped Into lndurtr?, portfolros 
varies over - 1.52 - 2.04 0.34 
27 industries ( - 2.01) ( - 3.15) (0.32) 
- 3.51d - 2.54 - 2.19 - 1.51 
( - 2.57) ( - 5.10) ( - 5.20) (- 2.75) 
~ 0.44e - 2.41 -2.14 - 1.62 
( ~ 0.28) (- 4.62) ( - 4.95) ( - 2.91) 
0.20 ~- 3.33 
(4.03) ( 3.59) 
0.11 ~ 7.09 
(1.23) ( ~ 3.X6) 
Sf:Q( A) 





“R = real stock return for portfolio j, quarter t; u = unexpected inflation: STMP = short-term 
monetary position: LTMP = long-term monetary position; TAX = tax basis of depreciable asacts: 
X.S = cash flow response parameters; /3 = systematic risk; V= value of common shares. Estimates 
of X0 and p for period t are always based on data independent of period 1. 
“The hypothesis that k,, is the same for all j can be rejected at the 0.0002 level, based on 
F(26.1563) = 2.32. 
“The hypothesis that I\,, is the same for all ,j can be rejected at the 0.0002 level. based on 
F(31.1X51) = 2.18. 
‘The hypothesis that k ,, is the same for all j can be rejected at the 0.02 level, based on 
F(26,1563) = 1.63. 
‘The hypothesis that k,, is the same for all J can be rejected at the 0.23 Icvel. based on 
F‘(26.1561) = 1.19. 
sample firms are first ranked on the basis of values for LTMP (scaled by the 
value of common shares) for a given quarter. The 45 firms with the highest 
scaled values for LTMP are placed in one group; the 45 firms with the next 
highest values are placed in another group; the remaining 46 firms are placed 
in a third group. Each of these groups is then further divided into three 
subgroups of 15 or 16 firms, based on rankings of TAX (also scaled by the 
value of common shares) within the three original groups. Finally, a third 
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division is made, based on rankings of scaled values of STMP.‘” In the end, 27 
portfolios of 5 or 6 firms remain. This procedure is repeated for each of the 60 
quarters in the estimation period, yielding time-series data for each of the 27 
sequentially updated portfolios. The portfolio grouping procedures are mod- 
ified slightly for SEQ(C), because that model includes more independent 
variables. Firms are segregated into two groups, first on the basis of rankings 
of scaled values of &9, then, successively, on the basis of rankings of ,8, and 
scaled values of LTMP, TAX, and STMP.20 This procedure yields 32 portfolios 
of 4 or 5 firms each. 
SUR estimates of models SEQ( A), SEQ( B), and SEQ(C) appear in the 
first panel of table 4. The predicted signs of the estimated coefficients are as 
follows. Under the nominal contracting hypothesis, the estimated coefficients 
of STMP, LTMP, and TAX (that is, k,, k,, and k,) should be negative. If 
unexpected inflation affects operating cash flows in a way that differs predict- 
ably across firms, then the estimated coefficient of 16’ (that is. I,) should be 
positive. If negative associations between stock returns and unexpected infla- 
tion reflect positive associations between stock returns and aggregate real 
activity, the estimated coefficient of /3 (that is, i,) should be negative. 
Like models used in previous research, models SEQ( A) and SEQ( B) 
include only measures of firms’ net short-term and long-term monetary posi- 
tions, and tax shields. Although the nominal contracting hypothesis predicts 
that k,, k,, and k, should all be negative, estimates of those coefficients are 
always positive in both SEQ( A) and SEQ( B). Thus, these estimates provide 
no support for the nominal contracting hypothesis. 
SEQ(C) includes all of the independent variables. Estimated coefficients of 
the newly introduced variables, x0 and fi, both assume the predicted signs and 
are statistically significant at the 0.0001 level. Furthermore, the estimated 
coefficients E, and i3 are negative, as predicted by the nominal contracting 
hypothesis. The estimate i, is significant at the 0.0006 level, and i-(, is 
significant at the 0.063 level. Since %, is nominally positive, the results are still 
not totally consistent with the nominal contracting hypothesis. However. 
inclusion of the two additional factors in the model does dramatically increase 
the degree of support .for the importance of nominal contracting effects. 
Supplemental tests revealed that the cash flow response parameters and 
“The procedure is intended to result in the maximum possible variation in LTMP. and Icss 
variation in TAX and STMP. The order of the ranking is the same as that used by French, Ruback 
and Schwert (1983). They choose that order of ranking because the reaction of stock prrces to 
changes in expected inflation should be larger for nominal contracts of longer duration I.TMP is 
expected to have a longer average duration than TAX. which has a longer duration than STMP. 
“‘Firms were ranked first on the basis of the cash flow response parameters and systematic risk, 
in order to maximize variation in those factors and thus maximize the potential to control any 
possible misspecification bias in the model that excluded those factors. 
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systematic risk must both be included to obtain any support whatsoever for the 
nominal contracting hypothesis, when sequentially updated portJolios are used. 
That is, when either factor is excluded, each of the estimates k,, k,, and i4 
remain positive. This is not unexpected; an examination of correlations among 
the independent variables indicates that exclusion of systematic risk or the cash 
flow response parameters could create upward bias in i,, i3, and i4.‘r 
The significantly positive estimate of k, suggests that the underlying firm 
characteristics represented by the cash flow response parameters explain a 
portion of the cross-sectional differences in the associations of stock returns 
with unexpected inflation. Given that the cash flow response parameters are 
estimated out-of-sample, the result is consistent with some stationarity in the 
cross-sectional rankings of these response parameters.” The significantly nega- 
tive estimate of k, is consistent with the hypothesis that part of the cross-sec- 
tional differences in’ associations of stock returns with unexpected inflation 
simply reflects the differential impact of changes in aggregate real activity, 
which itself is negatively correlated with unexpected inflation. 
Finally, although models SEQ(B) and SEQ(C) constrain the estimate il, 
to be equal for all j, the hypothesis that k,, is constant across j can be 
rejected at the 0.002 level. However, comparison of results for SEQ( B), which 
imposes the constraint, with SEQ(A), which does not, indicates that the 
constraint has little impact on the common parameter estimates. 
4.3. Results: Industry portfolios 
SUR estimates of models ZND(A), ZND( B), and ZND(C) appear in the 
second panel of table 4. The results differ from those discussed above as 
“Some indication of the likely effects of the omission of variables can be obtained through 
specitication analysis [Theil (1971, sec. 11.2)]. The partial correlation of the cash how response 
parameters with STMP, LTMP, and TAX is positive in each case. so STMP, LTMP, and TAX 
could tend to proxy for the response parameters that are omitted in SEQ( B); since k, (the 
coefficient of the cash flow response parameters) is expected to be positive. this would induce 
upward bias in the estimated coefficients of STMP. LTMP, and TAX. The partial correlation of 
systematic risk with STMP, LTMP, and TAX is negative in each case, so STMP. Z.TMP, and 
TAX could serve as negative proxies for systematic risk, which is omitted in SEQ( B); since X, 
(the coehicient of systematic risk) is expected to be negative, this would also induce upward bias in 
the estimated coefficients of STMP, LTMP. and TAX. 
Even though it appears likely that omission of either the response parameters or systematic risk 
would tend to bias the coefficients so as to reduce support for the nominal contracting hypothesis, 
the actual effect of the omission also depends on characteristics of the residual covariance matrix, 
unidentified omitted variables, and other factors. 
“Recall that the cash flow response parameters are estimated using data from periods both prior 
to and subsequent to the period for which stock price behavior is explained. Bernard (1984) shows 
that it is also possible to predict stock price reaction to unexpected inflation on the basis of cash 
how response parameters estimated solely with prior period data. 
follows. First, support for the nominal contracting hypothesis is much stronger. 
Second, the explanatory power of the cash flow parameters in model ZND(C) 
is not significant, whereas it was highly significant in model SEQ(C). 
Models ZND(A) and ZND( B) include only those independent variables 
present in prior research. Model ZND(A) provides some support for the 
nominal contracting hypothesis in that both i, and i, are significantly 
negative. However, &, is nominally positive, contrary to the implications of the 
nominal contracting hypothesis. 
Model ZND( B) is the same as ZND( A), except that ii, is constrained to be 
equal across industries. Although imposition of that constraint did not have 
much impact on the estimates when sequentially updated portfolios were used, 
that constraint has an important effect for industry portfolios. In model 
ZND( B), the coefficient i,, in addition to Ez and i(,, is significantly negative, 
as predicted by the nominal contracting hypothesis. However, since the hy- 
pothesis that k,, is the same for all portfolios can be rejected at the 0.02 level, 
it is possible that imposition of the constraint on il, creates bias due to 
misspecification.23 
Model IN&C) includes all the independent variables in eq. (10). All the 
estimated coefficients in ZND(C) have signs that are consistent with predic- 
tions, and, with the exception of i,, all are significant beyond the 0.01 level. 
Therefore, model ZND( C) provides strong support for the nominal contracting 
hypothesis. It also indicates that a significant portion of the differential effects 
of unexpected inflation are explained by variation in systematic risk. Finally, in 
ZND(C), it is not possible to reject the hypothesis that the parameters k,, are 
equal across portfolios, at any conventional significance level. Thus, there is 
less concern about potential misspecification bias due to the constraint on b,,. 
In addition, this indicates that in the full model [ ZND( C)], if there remain any 
omitted effects of unexpected inflation that vary cross-sectionally (and which 
could thus be captured by the terms il,ii,), those omitted effects are not 
significant. 
That the support for the nominal contracting hypothesis is stronger when 
industry portfolios are used, rather than sequentially updated portfolios, may 
13The constraint that i(,, be equal across industries can crratc bias if kt, is correlated with the 
remaining independent variables. Since the constraint on k,, has the greatest impact on the 
estimate of X, (the coefficient of TAX). that impact was investigated further. The correlation 
between the estimated values of k,, and TAX is negative, but only because of-the airlines’ extreme 
negative value for k,, and extreme positive value of TAX. This suggests that k, in IND( B) could 
be downward-biased because it reflects a negative impact of unexpected inflation on airlines that is 
omitted in model IND(B), but captured by k,, in model IND( A). When the airlines were 
excluded from the sample. the estimate of k, in IND( B) remained negative, but was significant 
only at the 0.23 level. HoFever, the full model [[ND(C)] is less sensitive to the exclusion of 
airlmes from the sample; k, is significantly negative at the 0.10 level (and other estimates are 
essentially unchanged) when airlines are excluded. 
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be due to differences in the power of the two techniques for testing that 
hypothesis. There are two reasons to suspect that industry portfolios would 
provide a more powerful test. The first is that, even though the sequentially 
updated portfolio technique is designed to maximize the variation in the 
independent variables, the variation in both STMP and LTMP is actually 
much higher when firms are grouped by industry.24 This occurs because 
industry groupings always yield two portfolios consisting only of financial 
institutions, which have extreme values for STMP and LTMP (see table 2). In 
contrast, the sequentially updated portfolio technique must always combine at 
least some of the financial institutions in portfolios with non-financial firms, 
thus ‘diversifying’ the extreme values for STMP and LTMP. 
The second (and probably more important) reason that the industry 
portfolios may provide more powerful tests is that residual cross-sectional 
correlation is less troublesome under the industry portfolio approach. When 
sequentially updated portfolios are used, not only is the degree of residual 
cross-sectional correlation higher, 25 but more importantly, the assumption 
that the residual covariance matrix is stationary is almost certainly violated, 
since the contents of the sequentially updated portfolios change from period to 
period. When the sequentially updated portfolio technique is modified so as to 
reduce non-stationarity in the residual covariance matrix, the results are much 
more comparable to those based on industry portfolios. The modification 
involves forming portfolios in each quarter, based on the firms’ average values 
of the independent variables over all quarters, rather than the values for the 
given quarter. Under the modified approach, firms are classified in the same 
portfolio in every quarter. So long as the residual correlation between firms 
remains stationary, the residual correlation among these portfolios should be 
stationary. Even though under this modified approach variation in the inde- 
pendent variables is reduced in all cases, this approach yields results that are 
“The sequentially updated portfolio technique is intended to yield more variation in the 
independent variables that are used first in the ranking process. Since LTMP and STMP were 
used third and fifth, respectively, in the series of rankings, it is possible that the order of the 
ranking accounts for the low variation in those variables. To check this possibility. sequentially 
updated portfolios were formed again, ranking first on LTMP, then on TAX, STMP, the cash 
How response parameters, and systematic risk. This procedure yielded portfolios that had less 
variation in all independent variables except TAX. Variation in LTMP and STMP changed little 
because that variation depends greatly on the degree to which financial institutions are grouped in 
portfolios with non-financial firms, and the portfolio assignments of the financial institutions are 
largely insensitive to the order of the ranking. 
“Residual correlation is higher because the sequentially updated portfolios are better diversified 
than industry portfolios. Average residual cross-sectional correlation is estimated to be 0.64 in 
model SEQ( C) and 0.53 in model [ND(C). 
more consistent with the nominal contracting hypothesis than when sequen- 
tially updated portfolios are used.26’27 
4.4. Results: Comparison with prior research 
Since the results pertaining to the nominal contracting hypothesis differ 
from those in prior research, it is important to isolate reasons for the dif- 
ferences. The results are compared here with those of French, Ruback and 
Schwert (1983), whose methods are most like those used in this paper. 
The chart below summarizes the degree of support for the nominal contract- 
ing hypothesis, under alternative specifications. In addition to summarizing the 
effect of (i) expanding the model from eq. (3) to eq. (101, and (ii) alternative 
portfolio formation techniques, the chart also summarizes the effect of includ- 
ing financial institutions in the sample. The tests are repeated using only 
non-financial firms, both to make the sample more comparable to that used by 
French, Ruback and Schwert and because financial firms may have an im- 
portant impact on the power to identify nominal contracting effects. It is 
apparent in table 2 that banks and other financial institutions have extreme 
values for both STMP and LTMP. They therefore account for much of the 
variation in those independent variables. Indeed, in a study that examined only 
financial institutions, Flannery and James (1984) detected security price behav- 
ior consistent with the nominal contracting hypothesis. 
In table 5, the nominal contracting hypothesis is said to have ‘strong 
support’ if L,, E,, and i, are all significantly less than zero at the 0.05 level, 
and one cannot reject the hypothesis (at the 0.05 level) that k,, is the same 
across portfolios. ‘Some support’ means that at least two of the estimates i2, 
i(,, or k, are significantly less than zero at the 0.10 level. 
The results most comparable to those of French, Ruback and Schwert (1983) 
are located in the upper left-hand cell of the table. They estimate eq. (3), using 
“In most cases, coefficients estimated using the modified approach lie between those based on 
the sequentially updated portfolios and the industry portfolios. When the modified approach is 
used in estimating the full model [eq. (lo)], coefficients of STMP, LTMP. and TAX art: alI 
negative at the 0.005, 0.03, and 0.20 significance Icvels, respectively. The coeficicnts of the cash 
flow response parameters and systematic risk continue to take on the predicted signs. and are 
significant at the 0.005 and 0.002 levels, respectively. 
‘7Additional estimates of eqs. (3) and (10) were generated, using a technique that permit5 the use 
of a diagonal covariance matrix. The technique assumes that any residual cross-sectional correla- 
tion is due to a common market-wide effect. [For a detailed discussion of the technique. see Judge. 
Griffiths, Hill and Lee (1980. sec. 8.4.1).] The supplemental tests permit the use of either annual or 
quarterly data, and thus allow an assessment of sensitivity of the results to the choice of 
measurement interval. In addition, the supplemental tests can take advantage of iirm-spccitic 
information, because they do not require that firms he grouped into portfolios. 
Regardless of whether quarterly or annual data are used, results based on the supplemental tests 
are similar to those based on sequentially updated portfolios. 
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Table 5 
Degree of support for nominal contracting hypothesis. 









of eq. (3) 
Estimation 














“Some support exists if i(,, is constrained to be equal across industries. 
seemingly unrelated regression, with sequentially updated portfolios formed 
from as many as 1,184 non-financial firms. For the 196441979 period, which is 
the one most similar to that used here, French, Ruback and Schwert report a 
significantly negative value for only one of the coefficients i,, ?c,, and 6,. (The 
estimate of k,, the coefficient of STMP, is significantly negative at the 0.013 
level, using a one-tailed test.) When they employ an alternative definition of 
unexpected inflation for the 1964-1978 period, estimated coefficients are 
positive in all three cases, and thus are always inconsistent with the nominal 
contracting hypothesis. 
Table 5 indicates that French, Ruback and Schwert’s approach can be 
modified in a number of ways to obtain support for the nominal contracting 
hypothesis. Expanding the model to include the cash flow response parameters 
and systematic risk ‘is not always required to obtain some support for the 
nominal contracting hypothesis; some support can be obtained by adding 
financial institutions to the sample and using industry portfolios. However, 
when either the full sample is used, or industry portfolios are employed, 
expansion of the model from eq. (3) to eq. (10) is sufficient to obtain some 
support for the nominal contracting hypothesis. 
4.5. Mugnitudes of the components of the effects of inflation 
Although table 4 indicates the statistical significance of the effects explained 
by STMP, LTMP, TAX, the cash flow response parameters, and systematic 
risk, it does not directly indicate their economic importance. This section 
assesses their relative importance in explaining both cross-sectional variation in 
stock returns, and the behavior of aggregate (sample-wide average) stock 
returns. 
4.5.1. Relative importance of factors explaining cross-sectional variance in stock 
returns associated with unexpected inflation 
The term uf var(b,,,) represents the amount of cross-sectional variance in 
stock returns that is associated with a given amount of unexpected inflation. 
According to eq. (lo), that term can be expanded as follows: 
uf var( b,,,) = u,’ var k, 





TAX,,,-, + k um 
V /.I- 1 5v/.c 1 + k$,, . 1 (12) 
Table 6 presents estimates of the magnitudes of the various components of 
var(h,,,), by substituting the estimates of k2 through k, from the seemingly 
unrelated regressions, as well as estimates of the cross-sectional variances and 
covariances in the values of the corresponding independent variables (averaged 
over time within portfolios). 
Although the estimates in table 6 vary according to whether sequentially 
updated or industry portfolios are used, the rankings of the magnitudes of the 
components of var( b,,,) are the same, regardless of the portfolio formation 
technique. The smallest source of cross-sectional variance is always that 
associated with differences in the cash how response parameters; it accounts 
for only 2 percent to 16 percent of the total inflation-related cross-sectional 
variance. The cross-sectional variance in returns attributable to the revaluation 
of the nominal contracts STMP, LTMP, and TAX is larger (explaining 20 
percent to 30 percent of the total variance), but not as large as the cross- 
sectional variance explained by systematic risk. The latter source of cross-sec- 
tional variance in stock returns explains 46 percent of the total inflation-related 
cross-sectional variance in. stock returns when sequentially updated portfolios 
are used, and 91 percent when industry portfolios are used. This result suggests 
that much, if not most of the differential associations of stock returns with 
unexpected inflation arises because the latter is correlated with changes in 
aggregate real activity, which in turn affects firms with higher systematic risk 
more than others. 
4.5.2. Relative importance of factors explaining association of aggregate stock 
returns with unexpected inflation 
The magnitude, in the aggregate, of the effects associated with STMP, 
LTMP, TAX, 113, and j3 are summarized in table 7. The aggregate effects are 
estimated by calculating aggregate sample averages for each independent 
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Table 6 
Components of cross-sectional variance in quarterly stock returns associated with unexpected 
inflation, 1966-1980.” 
Magnitude, based on seemingly 
unrelated regression estimates” 
Sequentially 
updated Industry 
Component of var( h,,,) portfolio? portfolios” 
var[h2S~P, + X,LTMP, +k,TAX,] 0.64 0.84 
x; var( CJ,,,) 0.34 0.08 
hi 1X(/j,) 0.9x 3.x9 
Net efi’cct of covariances among above terms 0.18 - 0.54 
Total [van h?,,)] 2.14 4.27 




ii,, = stock return for portfolio J, quarter t. 
ic, = unexpected inflation, quarter f. 
STMP = short-term monetary position, 
/.TMP = long-term monetary position, 
T.4 X = tax basis of depreciable assets, 
LB = cash flow response parameters. indicating response of operating profitability to unex- 
pected inflation 
I-, = systematic risk, 
V = value of common shares. 
hEatimatcs of k? through k, are from models SEQ(C) and [ND(C) in table 4 
’ Ovcrhned variable indicates mean (over time) of variable, scaled (except in the case of fl,) by 
c;., 1’ 
cl Portfolios formed from 136 financial and non-fmancial firms. 
variable in eq. (10) (see table 2), and then multiplying by the corresponding 
estimates of k, through k,. 
The estimates suggest that one percentage point of positive unexpected 
inflation is associated with an 8 to 9 percent decline in the stock price of the 
average firm. Compared with that decline, the effects of STMP, LTMP. and 
TAX are relatively small and, when industry portfolios are used, nearly 
offsetting in the aggregate. Thus, even though these effects appear important in 
explaining cross-sectional differences in stock price reaction to unexpected 
inflation, they appear relatively unimportant in the aggregate. One implication 
is that, contrary to the assertions of Feldstein and Summers (1979) revaluation 
of depreciation tax shields does not appear to account for much of the large 
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Table I 
Components of association between aggregate (sample average) quarterly stock returns and 
unexpected inflation. 1966-1980.a 
Magnitude, based on seemingly 
unrelated regression estimatesh 
Component of hz,, Sequentially 
for across-sample mean values updated 
of independent variables’ portfolio& 
A, ~ 5.68 
X2[mcan(STMf,)] + k,[mean(LTMP,)] 0.53 
k,[meanTAX)] 0.26 
X,]mean( C,,o,,, )I 0.04 
~,[mean(D,)l - 3.70 
Total (estimate of /I~,, for average portfolio) - 8.75 
“Analysis is based on decomposition of the term hzJ,, defined by 












3,, = k, -t k,- + k, 
LTMp,,,- I 
+ k, 
TAX, r-1 W,,,, 
-----+k 
vi., -1 V 
__ + k$,, 1 
,.r 1 V /.I-1 5 y-1 
and where 
R,, = stock return for portfolio 1, quarter I, 
ii, = unexpected inflation, quarter I, 
STMP = short-term monetary position, 
I.TMP = long-term monetary position, 
TAX = tax basis of depreciable assets, 
X8 = cash flow response parameters, indicating response of operating profitability to unex- 
pected inflation, 
a = systematic risk, 
C’ = value of common shares. 
hEstimates of k, through k, are from models SEQ(C) and IND(C) in table 4. 
’ Overlined variable indicates mean (over time) of variable, scaled (except in the case of /5 ) by 
‘;,.r I. 
d Portfolios formed from 136 financial and non-financial firms. 
negative association between inflation and stock returns. In fact, since only the 
effects linear in systematic risk are large in the aggregate, the evidence here is 
consistent with theories in which unexpected inflation does not cause aggregate 
stock price declines, but results from, or is spuriously correlated with, stock 
price declines [Fama (1981) Geske and Roll (1983)]. 
5. Summary and conclusions 
This paper has shown that unexpected inflation has significantly different 
associations with stock returns for different firms/industries, and has provided 
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a model to explain those differences. While some of the results of tests of that 
model vary according to the design, the following overall conclusions are 
supported. 
Nominal contracting effects are of sufficient magnitude to be empirically 
detectable in stock price behavior. Thus, those effects appear to play a more 
important role in stock price behavior than could be inferred on the basis of 
previous research. Furthermore, the evidence casts doubt on the assertion that 
stock prices fail to reflect the gain to shareholders accruing from erosion in the 
real value of nominal corporate liabilities [Modigliani and Cohn (1979)]. 
The results also suggest that a large portion of the differential association of 
stock returns with unexpected inflation can be explained by differences in 
systematic risk. Such a finding would be expected if the differences among the 
associations of stock returns and unexpected inflation reflect differences in the 
reaction of stock prices to changes in real activity, which in turn, are correlated 
with unexpected inflation. Of all the factors examined, systematic risk is the 
most important in explaining differences in individual stock price behavior, 
and it is by far the most important in explaining aggregate stock price reaction 
to unexpected inflation. The effects of the other variables tend to be purely 
redistributive; they nearly offset in the aggregate. 
Finally, the paper provides evidence that associations between unexpected 
inflation and operating profitability do differ across firms, and that there exists 
at least some stationarity in those differences. Underlying economic character- 
istics that could cause such differences were only briefly discussed, but 
empirical proxies for those characteristics were developed. In spite of the 
substantial measurement error likely to exist in those empirical proxies, they 
were capable of explaining a portion of the differential associations of stock 
returns with unexpected inflation. The evidence suggests that those who want 
to predict the reaction of individual stock prices to unexpected inflation should 
consider the economic characteristics of firms that would link operating 
profitability to unexpected inflation. 
Appendix A: Sample selection and measurement of firm-specific variables 
Firms in the sample were chosen primarily on the basis of data availability 
and to obtain 2 to 10 representatives from each of 27 industries, which are 
listed in table 2. All sample firms except banks were required to have quarterly 
security market returns available on CRSP continuously from 1961 through 
1980. In addition, annual income, tax expense, and depreciation from 1960 
through 1980 and quarterly income or income before depreciation, interest, 
and taxes from 1965 through 1980 must have been disclosed on Compustat. 
No banks had all the required CRSP and Compustat data. Therefore, banks 
listed on the CRSP tapes since 1969 were chosen. Security price data not 
available on CRSP were gathered from Barron’s and Moody’s Dividend 
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Record. Accounting data not on Compustat were gathered from annual reports 
and lo-KS. 
Thirty firms were excluded from the initial sample because information in 
annual reports concerning inventory was not sufficient to support a reliable 
estimate of real cash flows from operations, using the methods discussed 
below. Nine other firms were excluded from the sample because they experi- 
enced major shifts in lines of business. Those firms were eliminated because 
they were deemed unlikely to have stationary cash flow response parameters. 
Selection of test periods was also a product of data availability. The 
procedures used to adjust operating income for inflation (see below) required 
information about inventory accounting methods, the content of inventory, 
and specific price indexes applicable to the inventory. None of this data was 
widely available prior to 1957. A test period beginning in 1961 was selected 
and, in order to use the available price indexes, it was assumed that any 
inventory on hand in 1961 had been acquired no earlier than 1957. 
Prior to 1966, the quarterly income statement data used to estimate cash 
flow response parameters were not widely available. The primary empirical 
tests are therefore restricted to the 1966-1980 period; quarterly data are used 
for both the measurement of security returns and the estimation of the cash 
flow response parameters. Supplemental tests use annual data from 1961-1980 
for both the measurement of security returns and estimation of the cash flow 
response parameters. Within a given test, the measurement interval of the data 
was held constant in order to preserve the ability to evaluate the trade-off 
between a large sample size (with quarterly data) and reduced measurement 
error (in annual data), as discussed in section 3.1. 
A.1. Measurement of real cash flows from operations 
Real (inflation-adjusted) cash flows from operations were approximated by 
current-cost operating income before depreciation, interest, and taxes, Since 
only historical-cost-based income was available over the test period chosen, 
current-cost operating income was estimated. This entailed restating cost of 
goods sold (excluding depreciation) on a replacement cost basis and then 
adjusting sales, cost of sales, and other operating expenses for changes in the 
general price level. 
Restatement of cost of goods sold was carried out using methods similar to 
those of Falkenstein and Weil (1977). Inventory for each firm was matched 
with one or more of a list of over 1,000 specific price indexes, based upon 
descriptions of business found in annual reports, 10-K’s, and Moody’s Manu- 
als. The inventory was then aged and restated on the basis of the change in the 
specific price index since date of purchase. 
To assess the accuracy of the restatement procedure, the estimated amounts 
of cost of sales were compared to annual replacement cost disclosures required 
JF.E B 
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by the SEC in 1976-1979 and by the FASB in 1979-1980. The mean relative 
differences, as a fraction of the reported replacement cost of sales (excluding 
depreciation), was - 0.0003; the mean absolute relative difference was 0.0070. 
Thus, the restatement procedure appears quite accurate. 
A.2. Measurement of short-term and long-term monetary position 
The short-term monetary position was assumed equal to cash and short-term 
investments, minus current liabilities. Long-term monetary position was as- 
sumed equal to long-term monetary assets, minus long-term debt and preferred 
stock. 
All data were available on the Compustat tapes except long-term monetary 
assets. Such monetary assets are not segregated from other long-term invest- 
ments by Compustat. Where long-term investments exceeded 10 percent of 
total assets, details concerning the monetary portion of those investments were 
collected from annual reports. In addition, the monetary accounts of large, 
wholly-owned domestic unconsolidated subsidiaries were consolidated with the 
parents’ accounts. Details on such subsidiaries were gathered from 10-K 
reports if (according to Compustat) investments in all unconsolidated sub- 
sidiaries exceeded 10 percent of total assets and if (according to the 10-K) 
wholly-owned domestic unconsolidated subsidiaries accounted for more than 3 
percent of total assets. 
Until 1976, banks and other financial institutions were not required to 
provide data describing the maturity structure of investments in loans, leases, 
and mortgages. Therefore, the average fraction of those investments that were 
classified as short-term from 1976-1980 was assumed to apply to previous 
years also. 
A.3. Measurement of tax basis of depreciable assets 
The tax basis of depreciable assets was estimated by adjusting book values 
of plant, property, and equipment as disclosed in financial reports. Book values 
were first reduced by the investment in land and assets subject to percentage- 
depletion. (A depletion tax shield is not a fixed-dollar claim and thus is not a 
nominal contract.) The remaining book value was converted to a tax basis 
according to information about the firm’s depreciation accounting methods, 
estimated average age of assets, and estimated useful life of assets. If a firm 
used straight-line depreciation for book purposes and accelerated depreciation 
for tax purposes, the adjustment procedure was 
ESTIMATED TAX BASIS 
= [GROSS BOOK VALUEI[I - (R/LIFE)~~~] 
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where 
AGE = Accumulated depreciation/Depreciation expense; 
LIFE = Gross book value/Depreciation expense; 
R = Depreciation rate assumed for tax purposes. (For years prior to 1970. 
when 200% declining balance methods were applied to nearly all 
assets, R was equal to 2. During the 1970s R declined gradually to 
1.8 as more conservative depreciation methods were phased in.) 
The above adjustment procedure was modified in some years to consider 
changes in accounting methods and use of more than one depreciation method. 
When accelerated methods were used for both books and taxes, no adjustment 
was made. 
A.4. Measurement of systematic risk (pI 
Systematic risk was estimated using the market model. Estimates for periods 
in 1970s were based on the 40 most recent quarterly observations. Estimates 
for the 1960s were based on the 40 observations from 1960 through 1970. 
excluding the year for which the estimate was used. (Data prior to 1960 were 
not available for many firms.) 
Appendix B: Measurement of unexpected inflation 
Inflation rates were measured using the Consumer Price Index. The unex- 
pected component of inflation was assumed equal to the expected real rate of 
return of Treasury bills outstanding during the period, minus the actual real 
rate of return on those bills. Unexpected inflation was estimated for both 
quarterly and annual periods. Monthly data were not used because of concerns 
about error in the measurement of unexpected inflation over such a brief 
interval. 
Nominal returns on 90-day Treasury bills and one-year Treasury notes were 
available on the CITIBANK tapes. Prior to the issue of one-year notes in 1963. 
estimated rates on one-year notes were developed by annualizing rates on 9-. 
lo-, or ll-month Treasury bills. 
For tests based on quarterly data, expected real rates of return on Treasury 
bills were generated using a univariate model with moving average terms at 
lags 1, 2, and 4. The models were re-estimated each month, generally using the 
60 most recent quarterly observations. (Fewer than 60 observations were 
sometimes used in order to exclude data from the period prior to 1953. when 
interest rates were pegged.) 
Expected annual real rates were developed by combining one-step-ahead 
through four-step-ahead forecasts of quarterly real rates, and then adding a 
constant liquidity risk premium. That constant premium was equal to the 
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average excess of return on one-year Treasury bills over the return on three- 
month Treasury bills for the 1960-1980 period. 
The approach used to measure unexpected inflation is similar to that used by 
Fama and Gibbons (1984), but the time-series behavior of real interest rates 
was modeled somewhat differently, and the measures of unexpected real rates 
used here are based only on information available at the forecast date. 
The accuracy and efficiency of the model used to forecast inflation was 
assessed using several methods. The accuracy of the quarterly forecasts, as 
measured by either the mean absolute error or the mean squared error, was 
superior to that of the Fama-Gibbons model, as estimated over the 1961-1980 
period. (Annual forecasts were more accurate than the Fama-Gibbons model 
only in terms of mean absolute error.) Efficiency was assessed using 
Box-Pierce-Q tests for autocorrelation in the forecast errors. The hypothesis of 
no autocorrelation (over 12 lags, for quarterly data, and 4 lags, for annual 
data) could not be rejected at any standard level of significance. 
Appendix C: Estimation of cash flow response parameters 
This appendix provides some details concerning the derivation of the 
method used to estimate the cash flow response parameters. The estimation 
procedure is based in part on eq. (6), which is rewritten below. The firm 
subscript j has been dropped for convenience. 
cc.11 
where 
ET = real cash flows from operations for period 7, 
B, = unexpected inflation of period t, 
2’ , = portion of change in expected cash flows of period r that is not correlated 
with unexpected inflation of period t. 
Eq. (C.l) implies that 





where all variables are as previously defined. 
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One can then substitute (C.5) into (C.4) then (C.4) into (C.3) and (C.3) into 
(C.2). Eq. (C.6) below is the result of this series of substitutions: 
where 
We now note that eq. (4) in section 2.2.2 implies that 
EI_#‘,) = c,p4 + d. 
Then (C.6) can be rewritten as 
The method used to estimate the cash flow parameters, 8, is described by eq. 
(CA) below. (C.8) differs from (C.7) in that cash flows have been expressed on 
a per-share basis (adjusted for splits and stock dividends). to control the effect 
of growth through acquisitions and new stock issues: 
i;, et-, 
[ 1 7-7 s, St-4 3,-d = d+e,ii,+e,~,~,+e,a,~,+e,ii,~,+~,. (~8) 
Eq. (C.8) is to be estimated with ordinary least squares. If the disturbance 
term Z, were serially correlated, some other estimation procedure would be 
more efficient. The likelihood of improving efficiency can be assessed through 
reference to the work of Foster (1977). Foster studied several alternative 
one-step-ahead forecasts of quarter t earnings, including a naive forecast equal 
to earnings of quarter r - 4, plus a drift term. The naive forecasts performed 
well, relative to other univariate forecasts, including those designed to yield 
forecast errors that are serially uncorrelated. Note that the dependent variable 
in eq. (CA) is nearly equivalent to the forecast error (minus a constant) from 
Foster’s naive model. Thus, even if the dependent variable in eq. (C.8) is 
serially correlated, attempts to model that correlation are unlikely to be 
successful. To the extent that the time series behavior of the dependent 
variable translates to the residuals, ordinary least squares estimators should be 
as efficient as estimators that attempt to model serial correlation. 
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In the supplemental tests based on annual data, eq. (C.8) is modified: 
c, c,-, I 
[ 1 7-7 S,_,=d+8,ii,+t$.i,+E,. St s*-2 (C.9) 
The derivation assumes that as of the end of year t - 2, expected annual 
income for year t is equal to income of year t - 2, plus a drift term. 
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